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a b s t r a c t

Behaviour of a semi-crystalline polymer, polyamide 6, described by loading curves, as well as necking
and whitening phenomena, is related to its micro-structural evolution in terms of void morphology and
distribution during both tensile and creep tests. Notched bars have been subjected to creep tests
interrupted at the onset of the tertiary creep stage and at the onset of final rupture. Inspections of these
specimens using Synchrotron Radiation Tomography have been coupled with statistical image analysis
treatment to obtain spatial distributions of void length and void volume fraction. Cavitation mechanisms
observed and quantified during creep and tensile tests were similar: from penny shaped voids (diameter
larger than height) perpendicular to the drawing direction to cylindrical voids (diameter equal to the
height) arranged in columns during the neck extension. The void volume fraction distributions along
radial and axial directions presented an inverted parabolic profile with a maximum located at the centre
of the sample.

© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The present paper addresses the question of the durability of
polymeric engineering structures such as pressure vessels or pipes
submitted to sustained internal pressure for tens of years (50
years). Such structures are subjected to creep loading under a
multiaxial stress state. Creep tests at low stress levels require
several years and cannot be easily programmed in a laboratory.
Moreover, the methodology used to predict lifetimes is nowadays
based on extrapolation hypotheses that may be questionable.
Indeed, some premature failures of these structures are regularly
observed [1]. The macroscopic and viscoelastic behaviours of semi-
crystalline polymers subjected to creep loading and slow crack
growth are widely studied in the literature [2e4]. However, very
few studies about damage mechanisms and cavitation phenome-
non within these materials deformed under constant load have
been published [5]. In this paper, the methodology suggested to
predict lifetimes of such structures is based on the evolution of the
microstructure during creep loading. The technique used here to
N. Selles).
assess damage features at micrometre resolution was Synchrotron
Radiation Tomography (SRT). This technique presents numerous
advantages. First, regarding sample preparation, SRT is a non-
destructive technique and SRT inspections do not require any
preparation, unlike SEM inspections of semi-crystalline polymers
[6]. Indeed, the latter must be preceded by cutting the samples
(observations of microtomed or cryo-fractured surfaces), AuePd
coating of these surfaces and sometimes by chemical etching.
Moreover, voids can be visualized in 3D and directly in space with
precise spatial location with the SRT technique whereas, other
existing techniques such as IPSLT [7,8] or X-ray scattering [9] pro-
vide only an average value over a prescribed volume (no gradient).
This ability to explore the whole volume of a sample also gives
access to information through the thickness of the inspected
samples and to spatial gradients of the parameters of interest. Such
observations can now even be made with nanometre resolution, as
shown for HDPE [10] and for PA6 [11].

To enhance void growth and to reproduce a well-controlled
multiaxial stress state similar to the ones encountered in engi-
neering structures, creep tests were carried out on notched round
bars [12]. Macroscopic data such as creep curves or sample defor-
mation were recorded. Whitening and necking on smooth or
notched tensile specimens, which have been observed during
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several studies on semi-crystalline polymers, have been attributed
to the presence of voids in the deformed polymeric material
[12e14]. Previous works on the same PA6 material have related the
onset of whitening with the yield stress during steady strain rate
load and at the end of the secondary creep during steady loading
[15,16]. Under these conditions, the neck extends in the drawing
direction accompanied by void growth. In order to study the
microstructural evolution, creep tests were stopped at character-
istic stages during the creep loading, allowing 3D through thickness
SRT-inspections. Qualitative results were first gathered and are
discussed below: void shape evolution and their spatial distribu-
tions were studied. These observations have been related to
quantitative results on the radial and axial evolution of void volume
fraction and void characteristic lengths. The void shape was seen to
change from prolate (flattened disks oriented perpendicularly to
the drawing direction) to obloid (arrangement in columns of cy-
lindrical voids the height of which increased, in the loading direc-
tion). These deformation micromechanisms have been already
observed and studied during steady strain rate loading [16,17], and
a comparison between these data and the present creep related
data is made below.
2. Experimental

2.1. Material description

The material under study was a semi-crystalline polymer: a
thermoplastic polyamide 6 (PA6) properties of which have been
published elsewhere [18,19]. Modulated Differential Scanning
Calorimetry (MDSC) was used to determine the main physico-
chemical properties that are recalled here: the glass transition
temperature Tg ¼ 53 �C, the melting point Tf ¼ 219 �C and the
crystallinity index c ¼ 43%. The examination of specimens by
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) after chemical etching
revealed the spherulitic microstructure of the material, charac-
terised by a spherical shape and a mean diameter of about 5 mm for
the spherulites. An attempt was made to inspect pre-existing voids
on PA6 fracture surfaces obtained by cryofractography [15]. SEM
images of these surfaces were analysed, leading to an initial void
volume fraction estimated at about 1% and a void mean diameter
around 0.1 mm.
2.2. Sample preparation

The notch root radius was R ¼ 4 mm for the three samples
studied (denoted samples A, B and C). The specimens had gauge
section diameter of 7.2 mm and a gauge length of 65 mm. The net
(minimal) section diameter was 3.5 mm for Samples A and C and
4 mm for Sample B (Table 1). This geometry leads to a moderate
stress triaxiality ratio of about 0.54 in the centre of the notched
region of the specimens. These samples were dried until a level of
humidity of 0% in the material and stored afterward in a dessicator.
Then, they were tested at room temperature (20 �C) and at a rela-
tive humidity of 50% using an electromechanical tensile rig,
monitoring both axial load and cross-head displacement. The
experimental procedure consisted of carrying out a tensile creep
Table 1
Characteristic measures on deformed samples.

snet (MPa) Duc (mm) d (mm)

Sample A 71 1.93 8.7
Sample B 75.4 2.06 8.1
Sample C 71.5 3.23 9.4
test up to failure of the specimen in order to plot the general trends
of the creep strain history and to determine the time to creep
failure of the PA6material [18]. Similar to smooth specimen results,
creep strain curves obtained on notched round bars exhibited three
stages: the creep strain rate decreased rapidly with time (stage I,
primary creep), then it reached a steady-state and minimal value
(stage II, secondary creep), followed by a rapid increase and fracture
(stage III, tertiary creep). The tests presented here were stopped
around the second inflexion of the creep strain curve (end of the
secondary creep) and during the tertiary creep. The purpose was
then to study the microstructure evolution of the specimens by
following the same approach as the one applied to monotonic
tensile tests [17]. In this loading case, it can be recalled that necking
and whitening appear for the same material and geometry at the
yield (maximum) stress.

Table 1 summarizes characteristic data for the specimens
investigated here. The engineering net stress (snet) is defined as F/S0
where F is the load and S0 is the net section of the notched round
bar. The deformed notch opening displacement (d) is defined as the
distance between both notch shoulders. This quantity was
measured on the deformed samples represented on Fig. 1a. The
Creep Measured Displacement (CMD: Duc) is the difference be-
tween the applied displacement at the end of the test (u) and at the
end of the loading stage (u1):

u ¼ u1 þ Duc

It has been mentioned above that the initial net section radius
(R0) was not the same for the three samples. They are shown in
Table 1. The net section radii of the deformed samples (R) were also
measured. The creep responses of the material together with the
pictures of the deformed specimens are displayed in Fig. 1a. The
height of the whitened and necked zone (hw) was measured on
these pictures. The values of d and R are useful for the sake of
normalization. This normalization procedure permits comparison
of the results from the different samples.

Sample A had theminimum applied stress level (snetz 71MPa).
For Sample B, the applied stress was increased (snet z 75.4 MPa) to
reduce the test duration and to study the influence of the stress
level on the cavitation. Finally, Sample C was obtained after a long
period of creep at a low stress level similar to that applied to
Sample A (snet z 71.5 MPa). Since the applied stress was different
for each sample in Fig. 1a, the plot does not reflect at what point
from the end of the secondary creep the tests were stopped. First,
the end of the secondary creep was identified by studying the
evolution of the creep strain rate. Then, for each sample, CMD (Duc)
and time were normalized by their value at the end of the sec-
ondary creep: DuII and tII, respectively. In Fig. 1b, curves obtained
after this normalization procedure are superimposed. It can be
clearly observed that samples A and B have been deformed up to
the beginning of the tertiary creep as soon as the necking accom-
panied by whitening appeared in the net section. The necked and
whitened zone in the vicinity of the net section were, nevertheless,
more extended in Sample B than in Sample A. Samples A and C
were submitted to a similar net stress but Sample C has been
deformed until a more advanced state of creep deformation, when
the tertiary creep was well established, prior to the final rupture.
R (mm) R0 (mm) hw (mm) hw/d(�)

1.58 1.75 0.7 0.08
1.81 2 1.5 0.19
1.31 1.75 2.5 0.27



Fig. 1. Sample preparation: (a) Creep Measured Displacement (Duc) vs. Time and (b) Normalized creep curves.
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The microstructure evolution between Sample A and Sample C is
supposed to highlight the mode of deformation during the neck
extension for a given stress applied.

2.3. Synchrotron radiation tomography (SRT)

2.3.1. Tomography set-up
Inspections of the deformed samples were carried out after at

least four months of stress recovery (in an unloaded free state) at
the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) in Grenoble
(France), using the beamline ID19. The internal microstructure can
be observed through the density distribution of the sample and
recorded into the reconstructed volumes. Conditions used for these
observations were similar to the ones presented in studies of
Laiarinandrasana et al. [16,17]: an energy of 17.6 keV and a voxel
size of 0.7 mm have been used.

2.3.2. Tomographic volume of interest (TVOI)
The material volume supposed to be observed (diameter of

about 3 mm) was larger than the detector's field of view, and the
diameter of the maximum reconstructed 3D volume. To avoid the
cutting of the samples that can alter their microstructure, a “local
Fig. 2. Sample details for tomographic inspections: (a) Definition of d, R and hw (Table 1) on
(TVOI) defined during local tomography inspections and (c) Description of parallelepipedic
tomography” technique has been used [15,16]. Fig. 2b presents the
cylindrical volumes of interest (height 358 mm, diameter 716 mm)
imaged by SRT and their localisations within the sample. They are
depicted by open circles in the horizontal cut view (rq) and by open
rectangles in the longitudinal view (rz). These volumes will be
termed the tomographic volume of interest (TVOI); 3 were acquired
along the r-direction and 5 or more along z-direction.

2.3.3. Statistical volume of interest (SVOI)
Previous studies of cavitation during steady strain rate loading

have revealed gradients for the parameters used to describe the
cavitation phenomenon (void volume fraction, cavities height and
diameter) through the radial and axial directions within a TVOI
[16,17]. A smaller volume of interest, termed statistical volumes of
interest (SVOI), was then introduced. To this end, TVOI were
virtually cut into 9 � 9 � 9 parallelepipedic SVOI, as illustrated in
Fig. 2c. The size of each SVOI was (50 mm � 50 mm � 40 mm). The
deformed specimen coordinates system has been used to locate
each SVOI.

An image analysis routinewas run for each SVOI. It was based on
segmentation of grey level images using watershed contour
detection. Then, the identification of each void was carried out
deformed Sample C, (b) Locations of the cylindrical Tomographic Volumes Of Interest
Statistical Volumes Of Interest (SVOI) within the TVOI.
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thanks to grey level thresholding using local minima [16]. This
procedure led to the acquisition of statistical data for each SVOI that
was attached to their barycentre in the actual coordinates system.
The spatial distribution of parameters of interest, such as void
volume fraction (Vf) or characteristic void length, was then inves-
tigated. Vf was defined for each SVOI as the total volume of voids
divided by the volume of the whole SVOI. The values of the void
volume fraction obtained were subjected to uncertainties due to
the image analysis procedure and to the resolution of about 0.7 mm.
Indeed, the lower limit of detectionwas higher than the initial void
mean diameter (0.1 mm) and this kind of porosity could not be
accounted for in the present determination of Vf. The trends of
these distributions seem to be more relevant and were studied by
normalizing the void volume fraction by its maximumvalue located
in the centre of the net cross section (z ¼ 0 and r ¼ 0) for the
corresponding sample.
3. Results

3.1. Morphology and distribution of voids

3.1.1. In the vicinity of the notch root (surface)
Fig. 3 displays 2D images of Samples A and C in the smallest

cross section, near of the notch root. Voids are in black, PA6 matrix
is in grey and intervoid walls are in lighter grey or even in white.
The distribution of cavities is the same for the two samples and
similar phenomena can be observed. Near the notch root, voids are
arranged in columns and oriented following the notch root shape.
This orientation effect is accompanied by a gradient in void number
per volume unit and in void mean diameter when approaching the
notch root surface, along the r-axis. This gradient leads to a zone
with no visible cavitation at the surface of each sample.
Fig. 3. Distribution of porosity within the net section near of the notch root (z ¼
3.1.2. In the vicinity of the notch shoulder
From the centre of each sample, in the net cross section, to their

shoulder (along z-direction), morphology and density of voids
show gradients. Fig. 4 illustrates this effect with 2D images through
a longitudinal cut of Sample C, but the same evolution has been
noticed for the other samples. Getting away from the centre of the
specimen, the microstructure (density and morphology of voids)
first did not evolve. When the distance to the centre is large
enough, the void volume fraction decreases because void height
decreases and diameter remains constant (individual void volume
decreases). Then, close to the notch shoulder, when the voids are
thin enough, the diameters start decreasing. The number of voids
per unit volume also decreases to finally reach a microstructure in
which cavitation is very punctual.
3.1.3. In the centre
The microstructure in the centre of the net section is repre-

sented in Fig. 5 which reproduces, for each sample, a cube of
(140 mm)3 volume extracted from the central TVOI. The height of
the cube is parallel to the initial load direction.

For Samples A and B, stopped at the onset of the tertiary creep,
the void morphology is the same although the two samples were
subjected to different net stresses. Voids are in a penny shaped
configuration: they have a circular shape in the top view (rq cut)
that corresponds to the surfaces perpendicular to the loading di-
rection. In the longitudinal view (rz cut), voids are represented by
stripes. The intervoids, the matter in lighter grey, have a height
larger than those of the voids. Finally, the voids can be seen as
flattened disks, diameter of which is larger than the height.

From Sample A to Sample C, that is during the tertiary creep at a
similar net stress, voids were observed to extend in height but
without shrinking in diameter: this is an anisotropic
0 and r ¼ R): (a) Top view (rq) and (b) View through longitudinal cut (rz).



Fig. 4. Distribution of porosity from the centre of the net section to the shoulder of the
specimen: view through longitudinal cut (rz).
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micromechanism of void growth. This shape evolution is consistent
withwhat has been observed using SAXS and IPSLT techniques [20].
The height of intervoids has decreased and the arrangement is in
polar fans (columns of voids parallel to the load direction) is sys-
tematic. Voids in Sample C can be described as cylinders in the
middle of the column, and are conical at the end with height equal
Fig. 5. Morphology of voids in the centre of the samples depending on the stretch before u
size ¼ (140 mm)3.
to diameter. The bases of these cylinders are circular and perpen-
dicular to the loading direction. This typical arrangement of voids
was observed in polypropylene subjected to tensile deformation at
a steady strain rate that showed necking [21,22].

3.2. Spatial distributions of void volume fraction (Vf)

3.2.1. Radial distribution
The image analysis procedure presented previously led to a

quantitative study of these microstructure evolutions. Normalized
void volume fraction has been plotted against current radius r
normalized by the net section radius R of the deformed state
(Table 1) in Fig. 6a. The sample's axis is represented by the vertical
dashed line (r ¼ 0) whereas the position of the notch root surface
corresponds to the coordinate r/R ¼ 1. It can be noted that, for
Sample B, the surface was not included in the tomographic scans
because its net section had a larger diameter.

The maximum value of Vf is situated in the centre of the net
section for all samples. This maximumvalue increases from Sample
A to Sample B but by a small amount (respectively 7 and 9%),
whereas the difference between Sample A and Sample C
(Vfmax ¼ 13%) is more significant. Indeed, the stage of creep reached
by Sample C was more advanced than Sample A. Fig. 6a confirms
the radial gradient of porosity observed previously that results in a
zone where Vf is null from r/R ¼ 0.95 to the surface notch root. This
parabolic profile has already been encountered for Polyamide 11
microtomed cut samples observed by SEM [6].

3.2.2. Axial distribution
To study the axial distribution of normalized void volume

fraction, the axial coordinate z in the deformed state was normal-
ized for each sample by d/2 (Table 1). Normalized void volume
fraction was plotted against 2z/d in Fig. 6b. The dashed line (z ¼ 0)
represents the net cross section of the sample. The profile of the
curve is parabolic and flattened in the centre for each sample. From
the centre to the shoulder, that is when z increases, three zones (Vf
is constant, then it decreases until becoming null) can be defined
within the sample, as mentioned previously about Fig. 4.

The differences between the three samples are twofold: the
value of the maximumvoid volume fraction located in the centre of
the net section and the height of the damaged zone in the load
direction. This height increases from Sample A to B and from
Sample A to C (0.31, >0.39 and > 0.41 respectively for Samples A, B
and C). These values can be compared to the height of the whitened
zone, also normalized by d (Table 1). The whitened zone is sys-
tematically less extended than the damaged zone, determined by
tomographic inspections. Whitening is a surface phenomenon that
nloading (Sample A vs. Sample C) and the stress applied (Sample A vs. Sample B). Box



Fig. 6. Trends of radial distribution (a) and axial distribution (b) of void volume fraction Vf normalized by Vfmax located in the centre of the sample (Vfmax ¼ 7%, 9% and 13%
respectively for samples A, B and C).
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results from the micro-mechanisms and appears after the cavita-
tion that starts inside the specimens.

3.3. Void deformation

Void lengths were measured in the present paper using the
Feret lengths [17,23]. Individual cavities were considered as cylin-
ders and this measure consists of diameter and height projections
on the macroscopic coordinate axes defined in Fig. 2. These mea-
sures have been efficient here because the items did not rotate
during the deformation except for the voids located near the notch
root surface.

3.3.1. Histograms of void heights and diameters
For each SVOI, an average of 100 cavities have been individually

identified, and statistical data corresponding to their position,
diameter and height were recorded. The histograms of these
characteristic lengths could be plotted for each SVOI. In Fig. 7, data
collected for the central SVOI in the net section of each sample have
been displayed. To assess the spatial evolution of these character-
istic void lengths, a statistical variable that depicts the population
studied had to be chosen and then associated with the barycentre
of each SVOI. This choice had to take into account the uncertainties
on the minimum values, affected by the resolution and the seg-
mentation parameters, and on the maximum ones. Indeed, the
Feret measure is not able to distinguish several joined radial voids
or to evaluate the effect of void inclination [17]. Three statistical
variables were investigated:

� The mean value is the average length calculated on the overall
data. Because of the influence of both minimum and maximum
lengths on this parameter, it is considered to be subjected to the
largest uncertainties;

� The median value is related to a cumulated frequency of 50% by
counting increasing length (starting from the minimum length).
This value is clearly influenced by the minimum length;

� The mode value is the length corresponding to the maximum
frequency. In the following, the analysis is based upon this sta-
tistical variable. The mode value seems to be consistent with the
qualitative observations that consist in void elongation in the
direction of the applied load without any lateral deformation.
Moreover, it is the parameter less influenced by the bias intro-
duced by the image analysis routine.

Histograms displayed in Fig. 7 are representative of the trends
highlighted previously, and associated mode values and fre-
quencies are given in Table 2. Results for samples A and B were
similar, with a maximum frequency of 15% and a mode value
around 4 mm for the diameter and, respectively, 35% and 2.1 mm for
the height. An evolution is observed from these samples to Sample
C. The mode diameter remains unchanged and the maximum fre-
quency slightly decreases, the histogram is flattened and shifted to
the higher values. Regarding the mode height, the value increased
to 3.5 mm and the histogram of Sample C is less centred on a unique
value as for samples A and B.

3.3.2. Radial distribution of void height and diameter
Radial distributions in the net section (z ¼ 0) of the mode

diameter (left) and the mode height (right) are plotted in Fig. 8 for
all samples. The profile of void diameter evolution within the net
section is the same for the three samples: an inverted parabola,
flattened in the centre where the maximumvalue (around 4 mm for
all samples) is reached. A radial gradient appears at r/R ¼ 0.8 and a
null value is reached at the notch root surface, in the zone without
visible voids. This radial profile is similar to that of the volume
fraction. Vf decreases because of two phenomena: the decrease of
diameter and height of individual cavities and the decrease of
number of cavities per unit volume. For the mode height, the radial
distributions in the net section of samples A and B are the same. The
profile is rectangular: void height is constant from the centre to the
end of the voided zone (r/R ¼ 0.95) and then, near to the notch
surface, drops to zero. This abrupt profile is due to the limited
resolution that does not enable taking into account cavities whose
height is of the order of a micrometre, characteristic of the cavi-
tation at the notch root surface. Voids in the net section of Sample C
have a different height distribution profile. First, void height has
increased in the centre of the sample because of the extension of
the necked zone along the load direction. Also the profile is “M-
shaped” with a maximum value located at r/R ¼ 0.6.

3.3.3. Axial distribution of void height and diameter
Fig. 9 displays the axial distributions of the mode diameter (left)

and the mode height (right) along the revolution axis of the sam-
ples (r ¼ 0). Evolutions of void diameter from the centre to the
shoulder for all samples are characterized by the same stages for
the three samples. First, the diameter is constant, then it decreases
and even becomes null for sample A at the coordinate where Vf
becomes null also. Concerning the axial distribution of void height;
results obtained from Sample A and Sample B are very close with a
very slight decrease from the centre to the shoulder. The difference



Fig. 7. Histograms of void height and diameter for the central SVOI in the central TVOI for samples A, B and C from top to bottom.

Table 2
Mode values of void diameter and height for the SVOI located in the centre of the net section for samples A, B and C.

Mode diameter (mm) Frequency (�) Mode height (mm) Frequency (�)

Sample A 3.5 0.135 2.1 0.35
Sample B 4.2 0.165 2.1 0.35
Sample C 3.8 0.13 3.5 0.16
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with Sample C comes from the value of this mode height in the
centre. Indeed, this axial distribution for Sample C presents the
same inverted parabolic profile, flattened in the centre, as the other
samples: mode diameter decreases progressively from the centre to
the shoulder.

Finally, after the inflexion on the creep curve that occurs during
the tertiary creep, voids do not undergo radial deformation
(extension or compression) but axial extension, and the diameter
seems to be set at a constant value around 4 mm. The increase in
void diameter occurs before the onset of the tertiary creep, in an
anisotropic way, because radial extension is favoured, leading to
“penny shaped” cavities. Moreover, the stress applied during the
creep test has no observable effects on the length of voids, unlike
the position reached on the creep curve before interrupting the
test.
4. Discussion

4.1. Steady load versus steady strain rate: mode of deformation
during neck extension

Necking and whitening appear for this PA6 at the yield
(maximum) stress on notched round bars subjected to steady strain
rate, and at the end of the secondary creep during creep tests on the
same notched round bars. This is the first comparison that can be
made at the macroscopic scale between these two kinds of loading
sequences. In the following we compare the morphology and dis-
tribution of voids within samples deformed by a steady load and a
steady strain rate and that underwent the same macroscopic
changes:



Fig. 8. Radial evolution of void diameter (left) and height (right) for samples A, B and C.

Fig. 9. Axial evolution of void diameter (left) and height (right) for samples A, B and C.
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� Onset of necking and whitening at the end of the secondary
creep and the yield stress (Sample A respectively for steady load
and steady strain rate).

� Extension of the whitened zone until a state prior to the final
rupture (Sample C).

This section is dedicated to study the mode of deformation
during the neck extension during the tertiary creep for creep tests
(comparison between Samples A and C).

The distribution of voids within the net section (orientation
effects and zone with no visible cavitation near the notch root) is
the same for samples deformed by steady strain rate loading [16]
and by steady load. The uniaxial stress state at the notch surface
is not favourable for void growth and can explain this zone with no
visible cavitation. The evolution of void diameter and height along
the axial direction, for these two loading case, leads to similar
microstructures in the vicinity of the notch shoulder: voids are
spherical and very punctual. In the centre of the samples, the
morphology of voids in Sample A, described as flattened disks, the
diameter of which is larger than the height, has already been
described for a sample deformed by a monotonic tensile test
interrupted at the peak stress [16]. Moreover, samples interrupted
prior to the final rupture after creep or monotonic tensile tests
(Samples C) exhibit the same microstructure: arrangement of voids
in columns with cylindrical voids in the middle and conical ones at
the end. This evolution can be linked to the extension of the neck.
Indeed, in the centre of the sample, the stress state evolves from
and moderate triaxial state to a uniaxial state during the tertiary
creep, leading to the increase of void height.

The quantitative study confirms the observations obtained from
to the tomographic images. The radial and axial distributions of Vf,
that present flattened parabolic profiles, have been also encoun-
tered in monotonic tensile test [16]. These trends have been linked
to the stress triaxiality ratio T. According to Bridgman relationship
[24] and Beremin extension in the axial direction [25], the spatial
distributions of T present a similar profile, with a maximum located
in the centre of the net section and a minimum at the notch root
surface. Regarding voids diameter (d) and height (h), results for
Sample A are similar to the ones obtained for a monotonic tensile
tests interrupted at the peak stress (d ¼ 5.25 mm and h ¼ 1.75 mm).
Voids height for samples deformed until a state prior to the final
rupture is also similar for the two kinds of loading (3.5 mm for
steady load and 4.5 for steady strain rate). The difference comes
from the evolution of the diameter during the neck extension.
During monotonic tensile tests, a decrease of the diameter is
observed whereas, during creep tests, the diameter remains con-
stant. Finally, the state of creep deformation reached by Sample C is
perhaps far from the state prior to the rupture: continuing the test
could have led to a larger increase of the height (until 4.5 mm) and
to a decrease of the diameter.

Axial and radial distributions of voids characteristic lengths are
similar for creep and monotonic tensile tests. Especially for the
most deformed samples (sample C), the complex profile of voids
height radial distribution can be explained by the radial distribu-
tion of the stress triaxiality. Indeed, when the radial coordinate
increases, T decreases and approaches a uniaxial state that
enhanced void stretch along the axial axis. However, this phe-
nomenon is in competition with the decrease in Vf and so with the
general diminution of voids volume (Vf decreases because of a
diminution of the voids characteristic lengths and of their number
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per unit volume). The competition between the two phenomena
leads to this M-like profile for Sample C.

4.2. Modelling and simulation purposes

The visualization of voids in 3D is possible thanks to the SRT
technique, whereas other techniques such as SEM or IPSLTgive only
2D information [20,21]. To the best of the authors knowledge, it is
the first time that such data (spatial distributions of voids charac-
teristic lengths and real void volume fraction) are reported in the
literature for creep tests. These data are very useful and very
valuable as input for modelling purposes based on themechanics of
porous media. Indeed, the observed anisotropy and void extension
along the load direction is not accounted for with constitutive re-
lationships based on the void volume fraction that is representative
of spherical void growth only. The simulation of the observed
deformation and damage micromechanisms in creep tests could be
improved by taking into account the shape and distribution of
voids. Such models considered anisotropic void shape as a damage
variable [26e28]. Identification of material parameters for these
kinds of models, adapted to semicrystalline polymers, could be
based on the quantification of the damage parameters shown in the
present study to finally take into account the anisotropic void
growth.

5. Conclusions

The paper deals with an equivalency of void morphology and
distributions for samples deformed under tensile (steady strain
rate) and creep (steady load) tests. For steady strain rate, results
have been reported elsewhere [16,17]. Creep tests were carried out
on PA6 notched round bars for which themultiaxial stress statewas
well controlled. Ex-situ tests were stopped at characteristic events
on the creep curve: at the beginning of the tertiary creep stage
(Sample A), and at the onset of the final rupture when the necked
region is well extended (Sample C). The stress level has no influence
on the cavitation phenomenon. Indeed, the comparison of samples
subjected, respectively, to snet z 71 MPa and 75.4 MPa and
deformed until the beginning of the tertiary creep stage lead to
similar results. Then, the micromechanisms of deformation during
the neck extension for a given applied stress have been assessed
with the results obtained for Samples A and C.

The microstructural evolutions were followed using Synchro-
tron Radiation Tomography, (SRT) allowing 3D through thickness
inspections. SRT data processing gives access to the evolution of the
void volume fraction (Vf) and characteristic void lengths (diameter
and height) along the axial and radial directions. The deformed
samples exhibited various void morphologies in their centre.
Indeed, for Sample A, voids can be represented by flattened disks,
perpendicular to the loading direction: void height and diameter
are, respectively, about 2.1 mm and 4 mm. This morphology is also
encountered at the yield stress during monotonic tensile tests. For
Sample C, but also for samples deformed by steady strain rate until
the onset of the final rupture, we can observe an increase in void
height (h z 3.5 mm), no shrinking in diameter (d z 3.8 mm) and a
systematic arrangement of cylindrical voids in columns parallel to
the loading direction. The distributions of Vf observed here are
comparable with steady strain rate tensile data [16]. The radial
profile is parabolic and flattened in the centre where the maximum
value is reached (7 and 13%, respectively, for Samples A and C). The
same flattened parabolic profile is encountered for the axial evo-
lution of Vf. The evolutions of void lengths are also really close to
the ones obtained after monotonic tensile tests [17]. The classical
parabolic profile flattened in the centre is observed for the radial
and axial distributions of void diameter, and the limited resolution
led to quite constant value of voids height along r and z-directions.
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